Data Collection

**About GrantSolutions**
GrantSolutions provides products and services that help Federal agencies maximize the investment of their grant programs. We use a community-driven approach that focuses on sharing knowledge and technologies to support Partners across the full grants lifecycle. Our mission is to provide comprehensive and cost-effective solutions for the national grants community.

**About GrantSolutions Data Collection Capabilities**
GrantSolutions Data Collection capabilities collect pre- and post-award data and enables Recipients to submit their performance and financial status reports electronically, all in one easy-to-use application.

**Benefits**

- **Flexibility:** Address program-specific needs and eliminate costly redundant systems through configurable software and adaptable business processes.

- **Community:** Access tens of millions of dollars of capabilities at a fraction of the cost through the shared investments of the GrantSolutions community.

- **Efficiency:** Spend more time on mission-critical activities and less on administrative functions, using tools that eliminate more than 90 percent of traditional grants processing activities.

- **Transparency:** Gain greater insight into work activities and grant project performance through GrantSolutions dashboards and business intelligence tools.

- **Accountability:** Understand and demonstrate the value of grant program investments by capturing and analyzing the data that tells the story of grant performance.

- **Security and Compliance:** Meet and exceed all government IT security and policy requirements through the comprehensive GrantSolutions security and compliance program.
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Pre- and Post-Award Data Collection

GrantSolutions Data Collection manages Partner and program-specific forms and data and helps to automate previously manual functions, including:

› Work and performance plans
› Custom application forms
› Program performance forms
› Expenditure forms
› Surveys
› Recommendations and reinstatements

Form Capabilities

Grant Solutions Data Collection has robust capabilities saving you time and increasing productivity by providing:

› Configurable reporting work flow to meet program-specific approval and review processes
› Configurable Review Tool supporting review comments and notifications
› Configurable form access control by Grantee and Grantor roles
› Electronic scheduled and event-based notifications
› Upload attachments at field level within a report and also at report level
› Pre-population of data from previous report(s) or external data source

Security Access Controls

Grant Solutions Data Collection supports both client and server validations and calculations to ensure data integrity. Other security features to help manage access to your data include:

› Single sign-on capability
› Personal Identity Verification (PIV) login is required for Grantor access to the application
› Role-based user privileges

Performance and Financial Status Reporting

Grant Solutions Data Collection provides quality reporting to meet each Partner’s unique reporting needs increasing transparency into work activities. It also provides the ability for cloning reports. Different reporting types include:

› Grant reporting
› Fiscal Year reporting
› Budget period reporting
› Needs-based reporting
› Hybrid reporting
› Custom period reporting

For more information, email information@grantsolutions.gov
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